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New Singaporean House Music Label Dustpan Recordings Releases its First EP

Singapore — May 16, 2007 — Newly-formed Singapore-based house music label, Dustpan Recordings, has 
released its first EP, The Skate Park Jam EP by Kane Ian.

Dustpan Recordings is the first and only music label of its kind in Singapore, dedicated to promoting “everything 
house” and putting Singapore’s dance music scene on the map.

According to founder Kane Ian, the label’s birth and first release comes at a time when the dance music scene 
here is expanding, with more and more clubs and clubbers demanding quality house music. The label’s overall 
mission is to promote, create and distribute house music, and in doing so transmit its positive energy and 
message to people all over the world.
 
The Skate Park Jam EP by Kane Ian features three tracks and is being marketed to DJs worldwide.

The first track, “Burnin”, is a soul-driven production that features smooth female vocals over a heavy bassline 
infused with a hint of electro chords.

Inspired by some “Late Night Movies”, the second track is sprinkled with deep, funky and jazzy elements with 
lush saxophone overlays. Being groovier and on the deeper side of things, this one is suitable for both early or 
really late sets.

“Mic That” takes a funkier and stompier approach to the dance floor with its quirky vocals, jackin’ bassline and 
rolling synths.

All three tracks are now available for purchase at leading online music stores Call-a-record (Germany), Juno 
Download (UK) and Stompy (San Francisco, USA).
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Kane Ian is known for his deep and funky house rhythms and was most recently resident DJ at Kazbar. He has 
played at numerous clubs all over Singapore such as Centro, Phuture, Attica and Happy, as well as The Tank and 
Laila Lounge in New York City. He was also invited to play at the “We Love House 2nd Anniversary” party at Zouk 
Singapore, where his other productions “Breezy Kind of Love” and “Free From You” were performed live with 
producer, singer and songwriter Elisha.

The label’s artist roster also boasts established DJs such as William from the Radiance Crew, New York based 
Kane Juan, who was the official DJ for the inaugural Singapore Day Afterparty held last month in New York and 
up-and-coming talent Saint Laurent from Switzerland, who is scheduled to produce the label’s next release.

The label is also organizing an event at Barbaablackchic later this month:

What: Dustpan Recordings Presents Kane Ian, William, Saint Laurent, DJ Den and Daniel Storey
When: May 18th
Where: Barbaablackchic, 10 Perak Road

For more information on upcoming events, releases, artists and bookings, please contact Kane Ian at 
ian@dustpanrecordings.com.

About Dustpan Recordings
Dustpan Recordings is a music label based in Singapore, a global melting pot where the groove of the West 
meets the vibrancy of the East.

We seek to promote, create and distribute house music, and in doing so transmit its positive energy and message 
to people all over the world.

Our music will move your body, uplift your soul, and most importantly, uphold the spirituality of the vibe.

If you share our vision and passion for house music, Dustpan Recordings would like to hear from you.
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